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ABSTRACT 

Helical piles are currently used in several countries for onshore applications. In the perspective of 
the development of floating wind turbines, helical pile should be used as an anchoring system. The 
understanding of the behavior of this anchoring system is investigated under cyclic loading. 
Installation phase in a saturated sand, monotonic tension and cyclic behavior are analyzed, based 
on small scale (1/10) centrifuge models. After a presentation of the experimental device, some 
parameters are investigated, such as the installation torque for two rotation rates and the 
displacements under cyclic loading. 
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NOTATIONS 
d             shaft diameter  
D      Helix diameter    
Qc Axial cyclic load amplitude 
Qm Mean axial cyclic loading 
QT Ultimate tension capacity of the pile 
δ Vertical displacement

INTRODUCTION 

Offshore Wind Turbines (OWT) follow an exponential development since 1991 (Orsted 2017) as a 
new source of “green and blue” energy. If today the market is devoted to OWTs fixed on the 
underwater ground, the trends of the future concern deeper water and floating solutions (Butterfield 
et al. 2005), such as the prototypes recently developed in Europe (e.g. Floatgen, Hywind/Equinor, 
Windfloat/EDP, Eolink), North America (e.g. Aqua ventus) or Japan (e.g. Hibiki, NEDO Channel 
2019).  

Catenary mooring lines are used for the existing Floating Wind Turbines (FWT). This system is 
based on the use of free hanging lines fixed at the seabed with the use of drag anchors or suction 
anchors. The mass of the catenary line is the key aspect to the stability of this system. Some studies 
have treated the development and optimization of the use of such type of mooring system 
(Goldschmidt and Muskulus 2015, Brommundt et al. 2012). As an alternative of the use of the 
catenary lines, Tension Leg Platform (TLP) system has been proposed for deeper water. This 
system is based on the use of tension steel leg fixed by piles or anchors at the seabed. A perspective 
use of helical pile for the fixation of these types of structures presents many advantages in 
comparison with the conventional driven piles: (1) Reduced noise pollution in comparison with pile-
driving method, (2) Easy unscrewing which will aid the decommissioning of the structure at the end 
of its service (Byrne and Houlsby 2015). A major practical advantage also of the use of helical pile 
is that the capacity of these piles can be predicted from the torque measurement during installation 
(Tsuha and Aoki 2010).  

The tension and compression static behavior of helical piles has been well treated in the literature 
(Ghaly et al. 1991, Gavin et al. 2014, Merifield 2011, Elsherbiny and El Naggar 2013, Ghaly and 
Clemence 1998, George et al. 2019, Hao et al. 2018). On the other hand, fewer studies exist on the 
cyclic behavior of helical piles (Schiavon 2016, Schiavon et al. 2017, El Sharnouby and El Naggar 
2012, Wada et al. 2017, Newgard et al. 2015). The focus of previous research on helical pile was 
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oriented to onshore application and the saturation of the soil was not a priority. Here, centrifuge tests 
in saturated Hostun HN38 sand, have been performed on single-helix helical model pile in order to 
study the cyclic behavior. 

METHODOLOGY 
 
Centrifuge modeling 
 
Centrifuge modeling is used here on small scale models installed in a macro gravity field allowing 
for the replication of stress state occurring within prototype soil. The Ifsttar’s geotechnical centrifuge 
(Fig.1) is a 200×g.ton machine with a radius of 5.5 m that allows to carry 2000 kg at a g-level of 100. 

 

Fig.1 University Gustave Eiffel’s geotechnical centrifuge 

The tests presented are carried out on 1/10 scale piles scaled at 10 times the Earth’s gravity (10×g). 
In this case, the main scaling laws (Garnier et al. 2007) used to link the prototype (full scale) to the 
(small-scale) centrifuge model are listed in Table 1: for instance x*=xmodel/xprototype. 
 
Table 1. Scaling law for different parameters (with N = 10) 
 
Parameter        Notation            Unit     Scaling factor 
 
 
Distance   x*   L   1/N 
Stress    σ*   M/LT2   1 
Density   ρ*   M/L3   1 
Gravity    g*   L/T2   N 
Displacement   u*   L   1/N 
Strain    ε*   -   1 
Velocity   v*   L/T   1 
Acceleration   a*   L/T2   N 
Frequency   f*   1/T   N 
Force    F*   ML/T2   1/N2 
Unit weight   γ*   M/L2T2   1 
Mass    m*   M   1/N3 
Torque    T*   ML2/T2   1/N3 

 
Model soil 
 
The model soil consists of Hostun HN38 sand (Table 2) with a relative density of 89% obtained by 
air pluviation into a rectangular strongbox of internal dimensions 1200 mm × 800 mm × 360 mm 
(length × width × depth). 
 
Table 2: Characteristics of Hostun sand HN38 (Schiavon et al. 2017) 
Sand d60/d10

 d50 (µm) min (kg/m3) max (kg/m3) 
Hostun HN38  1.97  120 1223 1565 
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Once the pluviation finished, the strongbox is connected to a water tank by the underside to 
progressively saturate the sand mass. The final water table elevation is 4 cm above the level of the 
sand surface.  
 
Model pile and experimental campaign  
 
The model pile is a single helix rigid steel pile with a shaft diameter of d = 10 mm, helical plate 
diameter of D = 33 mm, a helix pitch of 9.7 mm and helix thickness of 1.5 mm. The corresponding 
prototype pile is then 100 mm in shaft diameter, 330 mm of helix diameter, 97 mm of helix pitch and 
helix thickness of 15 mm. The experimental set-up presented in Fig. 2 permits in-flight installation 
and loading of the pile. The pile is installed with a controlled rotation rate up to a helix embedment 
of 7.4D. The vertical jacking rate is also controlled in order to ensure a penetration of one pitch per 
revolution of the pile. A load-torque sensor is placed at the head of the pile and permits the 
measurement of the force and the torque applied at the pile during the installation and the following 
loading tests.  

 

Fig. 2: Experimental set-up (inner dimensions) 
 
The cyclic testing from installation, loading, and pull-out followed the typical procedure outlined in 
Schiavon et al. (2018). Each cyclic loading was conducted up to a vertical accumulated displacement 
of 10%D, or at least for a minimum number of cycles N = 1000. The cyclic loading was controlled in 
force performing a constant-amplitude sine function. The characterizing parameters of cyclic loading 
Qm (mean axial cyclic load) and Qc (axial cyclic load amplitude) are defined by: /2         [1] /2          [2] 

in which, Qmax and Qmin are the maximum and minimum axial load values applied to the model pile 
head during cycling (Fig.3).  
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Fig. 3: Load controlled cyclic loading 
 
A set of 18 cyclic tests with variable amplitudes has been performed in this study (Maatouk, 2019), 
using a frequency of 0.3 or 0.4 Hz. The initial Qm is reached under a displacement-controlled 
movement of the helical pile, and then the cyclic loading is force-controlled. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Effect of installation rotation speed in saturated sand 
 
In the field (at full scale), classical rotation rate during helical pile installation is generally lower than 
20 rpm. Here the question of quasi-static or dynamic loading, locally on the helix, is raised as the 
scaling laws (e.g. Garnier et al. 2007) suggest that in case of non-quasi-static loading, the viscosity 
on the pore fluid should be increased by a factor 10. Another point is about the pore pressure 
dissipation: is the behavior of the soil in the vicinity of the helix under drained or undrained 
conditions? In order to estimate the potential effect of the rotation rate of the helical pile during the 
installation, two rotation rates of installation have been tested: 1 and 13 rpm. Taking into account 
the geometry of the pile (d = 10 mm and D = 33 mm) and the rotation rates, the relative helix/sand 
grain local shear velocity varies from the range 0.52-1.7 mm/s to the range 6.8-22 mm/s.The 
installation phase shows for the torque calculated over the deepest 3D (T3D) a variation of 15% 
between the 2 tests (Fig.4), while the difference between the maximum tensile loads is less than 4% 
(Fig.5). Regarding the dimensionless torque factor (QT.D/T3D) suggested by Byrne and Houlsby 
(2015), it increases from 4.80 to 5.45 (13% of variation) when increasing the rotation rate by 13. 
 

 

Fig. 4: Installation torque against depth for rotation rate of 1 and 13 rpm. 
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Fig. 5: Tension test for rotation rate of 1 and 13 rpm. 
 
It can be concluded that, even if a difference is observed on the torque profiles, the whole behavior 
in tension is not affected so much. Of course, additional tests with different rotation rates should be 
useful for a better understanding of the phenomena, including pore pressure measurements.  
 
Stability diagram 
 
The study of foundation systems subjected to cyclic loads must include not only its capacity but also 
its displacements over time. Poulos (1988) proposed a stability diagram to evaluate the response of 
regular piles under cyclic loading: the axes are  ⁄  versus  ⁄ , where  is the monotonic 
ultimate resistance in tension (Fig.5). Tsuha et al. (2012) recommend a definition of the stability 
zones according to the displacement rate. They are classified into three zones: stable, unstable and 
metastable. 

• A Stable (S) zone, where axial displacements stabilize or accumulate very slowly for a 
considerable number of cycles greater than 1000. 

• An Unstable (U) zone, where displacements accumulate rapidly until reaching the failure for 
a small number of cycles less than 100. 

• An intermediate Meta-Stable (M) zone, where displacements accumulate at moderate rates 
until reaching the failure between 100 and 1000 cycles. 

 
In this cyclic diagram (Fig.6), the theoretically allowable loading is inside the hatched triangle below 
the diagonal corresponding to the safety factor equal to 1. All the performed tests are in the one-way 
tensile cyclic loading zone. Based on the anchor head displacement, there are ten cyclic tests where 
the displacement of the anchor head accumulates slowly and does not reach the displacement limit 
of 10% of the helix diameter (33 mm in prototype scale) during the 1000 cycles and can be classified 
as stable (S). Three cyclic tests are classified as Unstable (U) in which the displacement increases 
rapidly reaching a limiting value of 10%D during the first 100 cycles, and five cyclic tests are 
classified as Meta-Stable (M) in which the anchor head reaches a displacement of 10%D between 
the 100 and 1000 cycles. 
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The stable, Meta-Stable and Unstable zones cannot be precisely delimited due to the low number 
of tests performed but a safety factor of 1.6 can be defined during the design of the studied pile 
(d = 100 mm and D = 330 mm in prototype scale) to insure a stable response of the pile. Additional 
tests are necessary to more accurately investigate the boundaries between the 3 zones. 
 

 
Fig. 6: Cyclic interaction diagram. 

 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Centrifuge tests on 1/10 scale models of single-helix anchor have been performed, including in-flight 
installation phase and tension loading. If the installation torque appears 15% smaller for rotation rate 
13 times higher the ultimate monotonic resistance is only 4% smaller, which is in the range of 
classical natural variability, showing almost no effect of the installation rotation rate on the tension 
resistance. A set of 18 cyclic tests has permitted to identify the limits between the stable, metastable 
and unstable zones in the stability diagram, suggesting a possible safety factor of 1.6. 
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